P4/5 Home Learning - Week Beginning 22nd February
Literacy-Writing

Literacy-Spelling

Literacy- Reading

We are going to learn about note taking

Practice spelling words you have learned so far this term.

Watch this Sway presentation for instructions for your
task this week.

These will be on Sumdog for you to practice under a
challenge called ‘Spelling revision”.
From Thursday to Sunday a spelling test will be available for
you to complete on Sumdog.
Make sure to do the spelling challenge before doing your
spelling test!
Write 5 sentences using your spelling words.
Can you find any items around this house with your spelling
words?
Create either a crossword or wordsearch using your spelling
words. See if someone at home can solve it.
Templates for this will be in the Spelling folder in Teams.

Read the new books your group has been assigned.
You can read these over the next 2 weeks.
Instructions for accessing the books on Oxford Owl are on the
Literacy channel on Teams.

Watch this BBC Bitesize video clip titled Neil Armstrong
Prediction
Before watching the video write what you think the video
will be about.
Note taking
During the video take some notes about what is happening
and the information you are being told.
Summarising
After watching the video and taking notes, summarise what
happened in the beginning, middle and end of the video in
full sentences.
Opinion
What did you think about the video? Tell me whether or not
you liked it and why. What was your favourite part?
The worksheet for completing this task will be on Teams.
Teams>Literacy>Files>Writing>Note Taking Activity
Upload your completed worksheet to the Teams assignment
called Note Taking Assignment.

SIMON group: The Big Breakfast
DONALDSON group: The Lazy Giant
DAHL group: Doohickey and the Robot
WALLIAMS group: Journey to Mars.
Send me a video of you reading some of your book aloud- I
would love to hear it!
Can you think of some questions you could ask about your book?
If you finish reading your book then why not choose a
different book to read on Oxford Owl-let me know if you read
any other books!

Teams Meeting
We will have another Teams meeting this week on Tuesday
at 1:30pm.
This week I would like you to come prepared with 2 truths
and a lie to tell us about yourself-we will try to guess what
your lie is!

Continue reading any books you have at home and let me know
what you are reading!

Fairtrade reading
It is Fairtrade fortnight so I would like you to learn about
what Fairtrade is by completing this reading task.
Select the appropriate level for you: 1, 2 or 3.
You will find these in
Teams>Literacy>Reading>Fairtrade Reading

Maths

Maths

Expressions and equations
We are going to learn about using symbols.
Revise using the greater than and less than symbols.
Number Gator Song
Watch this video about how to compare different sums and
amounts using the symbols.
Make ‘sum’ cards and symbol cards

<>+ ≠

Patterns
We are learning to identify patterns.
Think about when you might see patterns in real lifetimes tables, wallpaper, tiles etc.
Can you think of anymore patterns in real life?
Try to complete these pattern worksheets
Shape Patterns
Number Patterns

1.
2.
3.

Create some patterns of your own
A shape pattern
A number pattern
A pattern using objects you find outside-sticks,
stones, leaves etc.

Send me pictures of the patterns you create.

Sumdog Challenge
Another Dumfries and Galloway Sumdog contest starts on
26th February until 4th March.
Lets see how high up the table we can get!

Multiply/divide
Watch the Supermovers videos to help you practice your
times tables.
Triangles
Watch this video about division using sharing.
Squares
Watch this video about division using your times table
knowledge.
Complete the division questions on Teams using these
strategies to help.
Play this sharing game to help you practice.

Topic Maths
3D Shape
Watch the BBC Bitesize 3D Shape video & complete the
quizzes. Next, watch the BBC Bitesize 3D Properties video and
complete the quizzes.
Look at the 3D shape PDF. This document shows you the names
of 3D shapes as well as their properties, which means how many
flat faces, edges and vertices (corners) each shape has. Try to
remember the names of some of these shapes if you can.
You could try to make some of your own 3D shapes using
construction materials, nets or even some cocktails sticks with
gum sweets, play dough or blue tac for the vertices. I’d love to
see photos of your creations!

Triangle Maths Group
Last week, you watched videos of Mrs Mclean demonstrate
2-digit mental addition and subtraction using the
partitioning method.
Can you complete these snappy maths worksheets as
quickly as you can using your mental strategies?
Addition Questions
Subtraction Questions

Art
Try one of these art lessons from Mrs Harris.
Collage
Optical Art

Music
Our Feis Rois music sessions will be continuing!
This will be on Thursday from 2:20pm – 2:50pm.
Hopefully as many of you can join in as possible, it has been
great fun so far!
Go on the Feis Rois Teams page to check what your task is for
this week.
•
Find sounds to go with the smugglers story from last
session.
•
Record 5 different sound you hear outside.

Kate Picken Music
Join in with these fun music lessons from Mrs Picken:
Primary 1 - 4 Music Lesson
Primary 5 – 7 Music Lesson

STEM

French – Stationery

This week I would like you to complete some STEM activities.

Paper Plane
You all enjoyed trying to make paper planes in class so I
would like you to try these paper plane challenges.
Try to complete this paper plane challenge
Try some of these different designs paper plane designs
Let me know which design went furthest and could carry the
most ‘cargo’. Send me a video on Dojo of you testing out one
of your planes.

Learn the words for stationery in these fun videos with Mr
Innes:
Part 1 Part 2

Complete this lesson: ‘Fireproof’.

Play this French game with family at home:
Collect some stationary items and lay them out on a table.
Everyone closes their eyes whilst one person chooses an
item to hide behind their back. Then, everyone tries to
work out which item is hidden by guessing in French e.g:

You will learn all about fire hazards in the home and how to
prevent fires from starting. A firefighter will show you how to
check the fire alarm in your home is safe and working properly.
You will also be shown how to create an evacuation plan for your
own home. If you’d like to make one, I’d love to see a picture of
it on your Dojo profile.
Once you’ve finished the lesson, you can complete the quiz.

“Tu as un crayon bleu?” - “Do you have a blue pencil?”
Reply: “Oui” or “Non”

Space Rocket
I would like you to design and create a rocket model to go to
the moon (like Neil Armstrong).
Watch this STEM with Mr N video about some different
ways to make rockets that you could try if you like (with
some adult help).
Design your rocket on a piece of paper first. Think about
what items at home you could use to create it: toilet roll
tubes, empty cereal cartons, tins, plastic bottles, cardboardget creative!
After you have designed your model, create it.
Why not name your rocket too, the name of the rocket that
took Neil Armstrong to the moon was the Apollo 11.
Send me a picture/video of your rocket on Dojo-I can’t wait
to see what you create!

The Dumfries and Galloway STEM challenges for this week
will also be in the files section on the Teams general page if
you would like to give some of them a try.

I have put a

Health and Wellbeing
Fire Safety

Try to include colours if you can! Although in French you
say the colour after the item of stationary. The person
who correctly guesses gets to hide the next item.

P.E
Mrs Gray indoor PE
Mrs Gray has made another great PE at home video for you to
try!
I am sure she would love to hear from you if you have given it a
go!
gw08grayjan@ea.dumgal.sch.uk
Joe Wicks will be doing his P.E workouts again live at 9am on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Try and join in with some of
these or watch past ones that he has posted.
Try to spend some time outside in the fresh air too!
Send me some pictures of you spending time outside!

next to the activities I would like you to prioritise this week.

Don’t worry if you don’t get every task on the grid completed-just do what you can! Let me know if you need any help with anything!

